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Discussion topics

• AEO2015 vs AEO2014 changes in LFMM

• Key preliminary results
AEO2015 vs AEO2014 changes in LFMM

• Crude
  – Light sweet crude (35+ API) broken into 3 API gravity ranges
    • 35<=API<40
    • 40<=API<50
    • API>=50
  – Updated historical crude exports to Canada to current levels
  – Allowed material >= 50 API to be exported
  – Revised methodology for determining by-grade crude price response

• Products
  – Modified elasticities representing international product import and export curves (IEM)
  – Represented Tier-3 motor gasoline regulation

• Logistics
  – Updated pipeline and rail capacities and tariffs
  – Updated crude import/export price differentials

• No change in RFS targets over projection period
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Next Working Group Meeting

Tentatively planned for July 2015.
Will present assumptions for AEO2016.
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